Structure Analysis and Design Improvement of Plunger Seal Pair in Fracturing Pump
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Abstract: The performance and service life of the plunger and seal of fracturing pumps directly affect the implementation of fracturing technology. The structure characteristics of the plunger seal pair in OPI-1800AWS fracturing pump are analyzed. This paper focus on the contact stress between the plunger and the sealing ring, and the effect of the sealing ring structure parameters on the contact stress is analyzed, and the structure of the sealing ring is optimized. The failure and leakage reason of the plunger seal pair is analyzed. A new structural renovation plan for the plunger seal pair in fracturing pumps is put forward, that is, the sealing effect and service life of the plunger and seal can be increased by strengthening the plunger surface, selecting excellent sealing materials, improving the structure of the sealing ring, adding scraping ring, keeping the moving track of the plunger and the axis of the cylinder jacket in line.
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1. Introduction

At present, the fracturing and acidizing operations are effective increasing production measures which are used in oil gas well and water injection well, and fracturing pump is the important equipment to complete these operations. Key parts including the plunger and seal are the main worn parts of the fracturing pump. The performance and service life will directly affect the implementation of fracturing technology, and bad sealing will bring a great deal of maintenance labor.

The discharge pressure of fracturing pump is high, fracturing fluid contains a large number of high hardness of sand grains, fracturing fluid has performance of high acidity, low viscosity, poor self-lubrication. So the working conditions of the plunger and seal are extremely bad [1]. From the current using of plunger and seals used in oil fields in China, the lifetime is very low, and an annual consumption is great. The investigation indicated [2-3], in Sichuan area, during acidizing operations, the lifetime of plunger is more than 100 hours, the lifetime of sealing ring is 30-40 hours, sometimes 10-20 hours. With the frequent fracturing and acidizing operation, and the pump developing toward the direction of high pressure, the huge discharge and high power, the lifetime of plunger and seal will become increasingly prominent. So, the site urgently requires the systematic study of the plunger seal friction pair in fracturing pump, in order to improve the lifetime and ensure the smooth construction. In this paper, the structure characteristics, the contact stress between the plunger and the sealing ring, failure reasons of the plunger seal pair in OPI-1800AWS fracturing pump are analyzed. All this will provide theoretical support for design improvement of the plunger seal pair.

2. The Structure of Plunger Seal Pair

The structure of hydraulic end of OPI-1800AWS fracturing pump is shown in Fig. 1, the plunger 1 can only have reciprocating linear motion under constraint, the back pressure cap 2 is used to compress and adjust sealing, the seal body comprised of three V-shaped rubber sealing ring 7 and three V-shaped PTFE pad rings 8 alternately can ensure sealing ring working successively, which means after the failure of the first sealing ring, the differential pressure will transmitted to the second one which can also function as the same, thus the whole lifetime improved. Supporting ring 6 is the key component to support V-shaped sealing ring, pressure ring 9 is used to give V-shaped sealing ring initial compression and
keep contacting adequately between the ring and the surface, the end face width of pressure ring is smaller than the width of the cavity. The gap between the pressure ring and the plunger is about 0.12-0.20 mm, so the pressure can act on sealing lip and make it fully open [4-5]. The small hole 5 on the housing is the entrance of forced lubrication oil. It is evident that dirty pumping liquid will damage the seal. The solution to this problem at home and abroad [6-8], is that injecting lubrication oil through the small hole, and the injecting pressure of lubrication oil is slightly higher than the perfusion pressure of the fracturing pump. The purpose of this method is that forming a high-pressure oil film between the plunger and seals to prevent dirty fracturing fluid (medium) from entering sealing interval and protect seals.

![Fig. 1. The structure of plunger seal pair.](image)

1 plunger, 2 back pressure cap, 3 O-shape seal ring, 4 scraping ring, 5 lubrication oil entrance, 6 supporting ring, 7 rubber seal ring, 8 PTFE seal ring, 9 pressure ring, 10 front supporting ring, 11 testing pressure hole, 12 pressure sensor

3. Force Analysis of V-shaped Seal Ring

3.1. Analysis of the Composition and Role of Contact Stress in V-shaped Seal Ring

As shown in Fig. 1, when installing the seal ring, there is interference between the V-shaped seal ring and the plunger, so there is preload between them. When rotate the back pressure cap, its axial displacement will produce compressive stress. The sum of the preload and compressive stress is pre-contact stress. When the plunger reciprocates, the fracturing pump will produce pressure. The pressure acting on the V-shaped seal ring will produce self-tightening force in the seal ring. The sum of the pre-contact stress and self-tightening force is called contact stress. Theoretically, in the discharge stroke, if the contact stress is greater than the pressure of the sealed liquid, the purpose of sealing is achieved. In the suction stroke, if air is not inhaled under the action of pre-contact stress, the purpose of sealing is achieved.

In discharge stroke, there are the pre-contact stress and the self-tightening force, and they are part of the contact stress, but in suction stroke, there is only the pre-contact stress. From the literature [9], we know that, in discharge stroke, except the seal ring near the air side, the liquid film pressure between the plunger and the other seal ring developments fully, the liquid film thickness is thick, so the wear of the seal ring is small. But in suction stroke, the plunger seal pair is almost in dry friction condition, the frictional heat produced by the plunger and the seal ring is not easy to send out rapidly, the wear is large, so the pre-contact stress is the main failure reasons. As for certain contact stress, if the proportion of self-tightening force increases, the proportion of pre-contact stress may decrease, so the wear may decrease, the service life may increase. But the proportion of pre-contact stress cannot be too small, otherwise, during the suction stroke air is inhaled, the volumetric efficiency of pump drops, seriously, the pump discharged no liquid. So just from the point of contact stress, the ideal sealing structure is that, during the suction stroke, the pre-contact stress is just to prevent inhaling air and seal the liquid working pressure. So in both suction and discharge strokes, the wear and generated heat are small, and the lifetime of seal ring is long. At the same time, when adjust the pressing force, it is difficult to cause excessive pre-contact stress and produce excessive wear.

3.2. Relationship Between the Pre-contact Stress and Cross Section Sizes of V-shaped Seal Ring

When install the seal ring, there is interference between the V-shaped seal ring and the plunger, so there is preload between them. But after working for some time, because of wear, the preload basically does not exist, at this time the actual preload is compressive stress which is the result of rotating the back pressure cap and its axial displacement. The compressive stress is related to the cross section sizes of V-shaped seal ring. If a suitable cross-sectional shape is designed, a smaller compressive stress can ensure that the suction stroke does not inhale air, therefore wear is reduced. The plunger is produced by machining, turning or grinding will leave marks on the surface of the plunger. Simultaneously, the difference of rotational speed, feeding and granularity of grinding wheel will generate different roughness on the surface of plunger. From the view of microscopic point, different shape wave ridge and trough are generated on the surface of plunger, and the distribution of troughs is irregular, the channel of troughs will be formed on the place where troughs contact. When install sealing rings, initial contact stress produced by extrusion and interference press the sealing ring on the surface of plunger, then, after having enough contact stress, the material can be pressed into trough to stop leakage from the channel of troughs. Seal the same pressure, for different cross section sizes of V-shaped seal ring, the required axial compressive stress is different. As for the shape shown in Fig. 2, the contacting area between the working surface of the seal ring and the plunger is large. When rotate the back pressure cap to apply axial clamping force, if the sealing material is harder, the clamping force will mainly concentrate in the root of the V-shaped seal ring. The root not easily deforms to fill the trough channels, so larger axial clamping force is required. When the axial clamping force is too large, it is easy to cause damage to the body of the seal. If an angle \( \alpha \) is designed in the sealing surface, as shown in Fig. 2, lip stiffness decreases, the position of radial compressive stress produced by the axial clamping force gradually moves forward with the increase of \( \alpha \), ability of the lip deformation...
fill troughs channel greatly increases, and during the suction stroke wear significantly reduces. Tests show that an appropriate angle $\alpha$ is related to sealing material, as for rubber material, $\alpha=3^\circ$, as for PTFE, $\alpha=5^\circ$, as for rubber cloth, $\alpha=8^\circ$. 

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of V-shaped seal ring.

4. Failure Reasons of Plunger Seal Friction Pair

4.1. Reciprocating Speed and Surface Quality of Plunger

When reciprocating speed of the plunger is high, more frictional heat will produce between the plunger and sealing rings. This will accelerate aging of the rubber pieces, losing the elasticity and reducing the radial acting force on the plunger. Along with well depth increasing, and fracturing acidizing radius expansion, it is urgent to strengthen fracturing acidification technology, that means the injection of fracturing liquid with high pressure, high gravel ratio, high acidity is needed, so that the working condition of the plunger is harsher, and its lifetime reduces. The Chrome-plated technology is applied to the plunger surface of OPI-1800AWS fracturing pump. Theoretically, the surface has high wear resistance, high heat resistance and high corrosion resistance, but actually the lifetime of the plunger is short. The surface quality of the plunger is poor, so the plunger will be worn, pulling injury, erosion and corrosion frequently [10-12]. When the plunger is damaged, the fracturing and acidizing fluid will enter the crankcase, which will cause lubricating oil in the crankcase serious deterioration and losing lubrication. So the key components of the crankcase, such as, crosshead, gear, tension rod, bearing and so on, will have serious wear, erosion and corrosion, so that a major accident will occur. We use thermal spray technology to strengthen the plunger surface, the materials of spray welding are PHNi60A and WC, the thickness of spray welding is 0.5 mm, the surface hardness is more than HRC 60. After the spray welding technology, the plunger surface should be grinding processed. After these processing, the wear resistance and corrosion resistance of the plunger are improved evidently.

4.2. When Crosshead, Plunger, Tension Rod and Plunger Head Reciprocate, the Concentricity with Cylinder

Crosshead and tension rod are connected by thread, plunger head and plunger are connected by thread, plunger head and tension rod are connected by spherical hinge. All these parts as a whole have a reciprocating motion, the public axis should be coincidence with the public axis of crosshead and cylinder, otherwise, the sealing rings will be worn partially, and lose efficacy.

4.3. Materials of Sealing Ring

The material performance of sealing ring is key condition of application scope and important factor of lifetime. The failure modes of sealing ring of OPI-1800AWS fracturing pump are permanent deformation, partial wear, burn, abrasive wear and fatigue wear, etc [10]. Burns caused by overheat are main failure reasons of the sealing rings, and burns will make the seal immediately lose working ability, while other failure modes resulting in loss of sealing capability is a gradual accumulation process. So we must choose the rubber with good heat resistance as the material of sealing ring. The original material of sealing ring is single cloth rubber, its wear resistance, pressure resistance, heat resistance and corrosion resistance are poor, so the lifetime of sealing rings was short. The new sealing rings are made of polyurethane rubber and filled PTFE (filled with bronze powder), which are used through interactive permutation and combination. Polyurethane rubber has good wear resistance, pressure resistance, corrosion resistance, heat resistance and ageing resistance, as well as has high breaking strength, good air permeability and elasticity. Filled PTFE has the characteristic of strong bearing capacity, good resistance of high and low temperature, strong resistance of oil and corrosion, anti-aging, small friction coefficient and good self-lubricating property. Combination use of these two sealing rings will have better performance and longer lifetime [13].

4.4. Abrasive Wear of Sealing Ring

Fracturing fluid contains a lot of quartz sand or other hard phase, so abrasive wear of sealing ring is also important factor in failure. Under the action of working pressure, the V-shaped rubber sealing rings have deviation effect [14]. That is, the lip of the V-shaped sealing rings will depart from the plunger surface, so abrasive will enter the plunger sealing friction pair, which caused plunger abrasive wear, especially in the suction stroke of fracturing pump, as shown in Fig. 3. Because, during the discharge process, the plunger pushes to cylinder, the contact stress between the plunger and seals is very large, abrasive is not easy to enter. But in the suction process, the contact stress is small, abrasive is easy to enter. Fracturing fluids contain acids and other corrosive media, which caused corrosion damage, as shown in Fig. 4. At the same time, during the fracturing process, the working pressure is very high, the plunger long-term withstands reciprocation load function, which caused fatigue, so there are fatigue crack and spherical particles in plunger surface, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In order to reduce abrasive wear and improve the lifetime of plunger and seals, the abrasive media should be prevented from entering the gap of reciprocating sealing pairs as far as possible.
5. Structure Improvement of Seal and Design of Scraping Ring

5.1. Structure Improvement of Seal Ring

Site investigation indicates that, when there is no lubricating oil, the V-shaped sealing rings will fail due to overheating in a few minutes, but under good forced lubrication condition, the lifetime of the sealing rings will reach 40-50 hours. Obviously, good forced lubrication is good for improving the lifetime of the rings. According to the working property, plunger seal friction pair is reciprocating sealing, its working medium has certain viscosity, for example, working medium is acid liquid, lubricating medium is lubricating oil. If convergent oil wedge can be formed, the conditions of hydrodynamic lubrication will be formed [15]. Finite element analysis [14] has shown that, during the suction stroke of fracturing pump, under the action of working pressure, the V-shaped rubber sealing ring has deviation effect, as shown in Fig. 5. That is, because of stretching, the lip of the V-shaped sealing ring will depart from the plunger surface, so convergent wedge is formed, working medium is brought into the sealing surface, and conditions of hydrodynamic lubrication are satisfied, so oil film is formed, which is called medium lubrication. At the back of the sealing, because of the velocity direction of the plunger, convergent wedge can not be formed. During the discharge stroke of fracturing pump, as shown in Fig. 6, depending on the pre-design of round corners or deformation at the seal back, convergent wedge is formed, lubrication oil is brought into the sealing surface, and conditions of hydrodynamic lubrication are satisfied, so oil film between the plunger and the seals is formed, which is called forced lubrication. So, during the discharge and suction strokes of fracturing pump, the reciprocating sealing friction pair can meet the conditions of hydrodynamic lubrication, a certain thickness of oil film can be formed and maintained between the plunger and V-shaped sealing interface, which can lubricate sealing pair, reduce friction and improve lifetime. When there is liquid between the plunger and seal surfaces, according to one-dimensional Reynolds equation [17], its pressure variation general equation is equation (1)

\[
\frac{dp}{dx} = 12\eta u \left( \frac{1}{2h^2} - \frac{Q}{ah} \right)
\]

(1)

Where \( p \) is liquid film pressure, \( \eta \) is liquid viscosity, \( u \) is reciprocating motion relative velocity, \( h \) is fluid film thickness, \( Q \) is per unit perimeter flow capacity, \( x \) is distance along the seal, \( h^r \) is The film thickness of the maximum pressure, \( h^r = 2Q/u \).

Integral equation (1) and substituted boundary conditions, the expression of liquid film thickness is [18]

\[
\frac{1}{h^{3/2}} = \frac{\eta u h^{1/2}}{p_i + p_f}
\]

(2)

Where, \( h \) is liquid film thickness of convergence oil wedge export, \( r \) is outline radius of sealing surface end, \( p_i \) is pre-contact stress because of initial interference, \( p_f \) is contact stress between plunger and seal because of Working medium role.

Obviously, the structure of seal ring plays an important role on the formation of liquid oil film. At present, the plunger seal of fracturing pump always adopts self-sealing V-shaped lip seal structure. In theory, the V-shaped seal ring may have many kinds of contours. Its main change is the proportion relationship between the bottom thickness and lip height, and the proportion relationship between the lip thickness and the total depth of the V-shaped grooves. As for V-shaped seal ring, its lip angle \( \alpha \) controls the ratio of lip height and bottom thickness. By changing the value of \( \alpha \), we can get different structures of seals.
As shown in Fig. 7, the V-shaped opening angle of the original seal ring lip, during the suction stroke of fracturing pump, under the action of working pressure, the V-shaped seal ring has deviation effect, and its back is acute angle shape, this type of structure does not favor the formation of hydrodynamic oil film. When many seal rings combine in together, before and after seal rings closely fit, the space between the seals is very small, this situation does not favor the heat radiation, and once an individual seal damages, the overall sealing property will reduce greatly [19].

Finite element analysis shows that [14], at first, the average contact stress of sealing surface of seal ring $P_e$ decreases with the increase of lip opening angle $\alpha$, when $\alpha=114^\circ$, it reaches its minimum value, then begins to increase. Practical experience has shown that sealing surface ideal stress distribution curve of stress peaks would be closer to the lip, and would be lower than the average stress. This is because, when the seal ring abrades with the plunger, the friction coefficient is big, the calorific capacity is high and rubber is a poor conductor of heat, so the temperature rises faster. It seriously affects the lifetime of the seal rings, therefore, the contact stress of the sealing surface is would not be too much. By comparative analysis of the relationship between the sealing surface contact stress and the lip opening angle $\alpha$, the ideal sealing structure is, $\alpha=114^\circ$.

Improved sealing structure still uses V-shaped structure as shown in Fig. 8, but the lip opening angle $\alpha$ increases from 90° to 114°, the acute angle shape of seal back becomes semicircular, this type of structure favors the formation of hydrodynamic oil film. The seal rings do not fit closely, thereby enhances the diathermancy of sealing rings, ensure that the sealing rings work in turn. That is, when the first seal ring failures, the following seal rings continue to work, the phenomenon which because of some seal ring damages causes the overall sealing property to reduce is avoided. In addition, because the back of seal ring is semicircular, when many seal rings combine in together, the semicircular back of the front seal ring contacts with the lip of later seal ring, so the V-shaped lip of later seal ring can open greater, so the self-sealing performance of seal ring is enhanced.

5.2. Design of Scraping Ring

The abrasive wear of sealing ring is also an important failure factor. Under the action of working pressure, the V-shaped rubber sealing rings have deviation effect. That is, the lip of the V-shaped sealing rings will depart from the plunger surface, so abrasive will enter the plunger sealing friction pair, especially in the suction stroke of fracturing pump. During the discharge process, the plunger pushes to cylinder, the contact stress between the plunger and seals is very large, abrasive is not easy to enter. But in the suction process, the contact stress is small, abrasive is easy to enter. In order to reduce abrasive wear and improve the lifetime of plunger and seals, the abrasive media should be prevented from entering the gap of plunger seal pair as far as possible. So a scraping ring which has cross section of comb shape is designed, as shown in Fig. 9, it is installed between the front supporting ring and pump shell. The scraping ring would have good flexibility, it may select metal or other hard materials such as hard rubber. The structure of this type of scraping ring is simple, and easy to install. During the discharge or suction stroke, the scraping ring is close to the sealed side, so it can constantly wipe the plunger surface, abrasive media can not enter into the gap of plunger seal pair. Because the cross section of the scraping ring is comb shape, it allows the working medium to pass, so it does not bear too much pressure, it may have a relatively long working lifetime. Even if the scraping ring fails, it does not affect the normal work of fracturing pump, only increases the possibility of the abrasive entering into the sealing surface.
6. Conclusions

(1) During the discharge stroke of plunger seal pair, its contact stress is composed of pre-contact stress and self-tightening force, but in suction stroke, there is only pre-contact stress which is the main wear failure reasons of seal ring. The ideal sealing structure is that, during the suction stroke, the pre-contact stress is just to prevent inhaling air and seal the liquid working pressure. So in both suction and discharge strokes, the wear and generated heat are small, and the lifetime of seal ring is long. At the same time, when adjust the pressing force, it is difficult to cause excessive pre-contact stress and produce excessive wear.

(2) Self-tightening force and pre-contact stress are closely related to the cross section sizes of V-shaped seal ring. Design an angle $\alpha$ in the sealing surface, lip stiffness will decrease. As for same clamping force, the ability of the lip deformation fill troughs channel greatly increases, and during the suction stroke wear significantly reduces.

In order to favor the formation of hydrodynamic oil film, the sealing structure is improved. That is the acute angle shape of seal back changes to semicircular, the lip opening angle $\alpha$ increases from 90° to 114°.

Performance and service lifetime of plunger seal pair in fracturing pump depend on surface quality of plunger, the material and structure size of sealing ring, and manufacturing precision of box and related parts. The design of reciprocating sealing should adapt to complex conditions and have good performance and long lifetime. The improved plunger seal pair has been used in Sichuan and Changqing oilfields for several years, its effect is very satisfactory, it solves the problem of plunger seal leakage, the fracturing and acidizing fluid would not enter the crankcase. The service life of the improved plunger and the seal rings improves a lot. The lifetime of plunger enhances from the original 3-4 months to 15 months, the lifetime of seal rings enhances two times.
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